TO PLACE A CALL:

Step 1: Select Frequency

Press & release F1/F2 button (if applicable) to select the desired transmit channel.

Step 2: Monitor Channel

Press & hold the MONITOR button and listen for voice traffic. If no voice traffic is present, release the MONITOR button and go to Step 3. Otherwise, wait until voice traffic has cleared before going to Step 3.

Step 3: Transmit

Method 1 — Handset in Cradle

Press and hold the TRANSMIT button on the front panel; the XMIT light will be lit solidly. For optimum performance, always be within a 2 foot range of the microphone (located under the handset), and speak at normal voice level towards the microphone.

Method 2 — Using Handset:

Press & hold the PTT (Push-To-Talk) bar located on underside of the handset grip. When the XMIT light is solid, speak at normal voice level into the handset microphone.

Step 4: Listen

Release the TRANSMIT button or PTT bar to listen for incoming calls or responses.

TO SPEAK WITH OTHER DESK SET USERS

Intercom (if applicable)

Step 1: Start Intercom

Method 1 — Handset in Cradle:

Press & hold the intercom button on the front panel. For optimum performance, always be within a 2 foot range of the microphone (located under the handset), and speak at normal voice level towards the microphone.

Method 2 — Using Handset:

Lift the handset off cradle, press & hold the INTERCOM button on the front panel. (Do NOT use the PTT bar.) Speak at normal voice level into the handset microphone.

Step 2: Stop Intercom

When communication has ended, release the INTERCOM button. Replace handset in cradle (if Method 2 was used).

OTHER OPTIONAL BUTTON FEATURE

Line Select — Depression of this button switches between two phone lines, Line 1 when LED labeled 1 is lit or Line 2 used when LED labeled 2 is lit. This button is used for supervisory control over other desk sets or for controlling a 2nd or back-up base station.

Above Diagram Depicts a Full-Featured DC or Tone Desk Set